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ABSTRACT
The XMM-Newton observatory shows evidence with an 11σ confidence level for seasonal
variation of the X-ray background in the near-Earth environment in the 2-6 keV energy range
(Fraser et al. 2014). The interpretation of the seasonal variation given in Fraser et al. (2014)
was based on the assumption that solar axions convert to X-rays in the Earth’s magnetic field.
There are many problems with this interpretation, since the axion-photon conversion must pre-
serve the directionality of the incoming solar axion. At the same time, this direction is avoided
by the observations because the XMM-Newton’s operations exclude pointing at the Sun and
at the Earth. The observed seasonal variation suggests that the signal could have a dark matter
origin, since it is very difficult to explain with conventional astrophysical sources. We propose
an alternative explanation which involves the so-called Axion Quark Nugget (AQN) dark mat-
ter model. In our proposal, dark matter is made of AQNs, which can cross the Earth and emit
high energy photons at their exit. We show that the emitted intensity and spectrum is consis-
tent with Fraser et al. (2014), and that our calculation is not sensitive to the specific details of
the model. We also find that our proposal predicts a large seasonal variation, on the level of
20-25%, much larger than conventional dark matter models (1-10%). Since the AQN emis-
sion spectrum extends up to∼100 keV, well beyond the keV sensitivity of XMM-Newton, we
predict the AQN contribution to the hard X-ray and γ-ray backgrounds in the Earth’s envi-
ronment. The Gamma-Ray Burst Monitor (GBM) instrument, aboard the FERMI telescope,
is sensitive to the 8 keV-40 MeV energy band. We suggest that the multi-year archival data
from the GBM could be used to search for a seasonal variation in the near-Earth environment
up to 100 keV as a future test of the AQN framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The main motivation of our present work is to explore the seasonal
variation of the near-Earth X-ray background found in the XMM-
Newton data by Fraser et al. (2014). A seasonal variation with a
confidence level of 11σ was detected in the 2-6 keV energy range
(see Fig. 1 of Fraser et al. (2014)). The authors argue that conven-
tional astrophysical sources have been ruled out, so they propose
an explanation based on the assumption that keV axions are emit-
ted by the Sun and convert to X-rays in the Earth’s magnetosphere.
These X-rays would be subsequently elastically scattered, on aver-
age, through a right angle to reach the telescope. This interpretation
should be contrasted with the original idea proposed by Di Lella
& Zioutas (2003); Davoudiasl & Huber (2006, 2008) which views
the axion-emitting solar core through the solid Earth with an X-
ray telescope. The original idea by Di Lella & Zioutas (2003) does
? E-mail: slge@phas.ubc.ca
not work as an explanation of the effect found by Fraser et al.
(2014) because the XMM-Newton’s operations exclude pointing at
the Sun and at the Earth directly. Some of the major criticism of the
Fraser et al. (2014) interpretation include the following (Roncadelli
& Tavecchio 2015): a) Due to conservation of momentum, in con-
ventional cases, the X-ray photons generated in the magnetic field
should be collinear with the parent axions. Therefore, since XMM-
Newton never directly points towards the Sun, it should not see any
solar axions; b) Only in the case of a highly inhomogeneous com-
ponent of the magnetic field with a fluctuation in the keV scale
would the photons be non-collinear with the parent axions. Such a
fast fluctuating component is very unlikely to be a dominant portion
of a geomagnetic field. Even if non-collinear effects are generated
in the geomagnetic field and we assume that the photon flux con-
verted from axions would be totally isotropic, the geometric factor
ξ = ΩXMM/4pi (where ΩXMM is the aperture of XMM-Newton)
is very small, ξ ' 10−5. This is in strong disagreement with the
requirement of ξ ' 1 for the interpretation of the observed sea-
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sonal variation as proposed by Fraser et al. (2014). Other issues
with this interpretation were also discussed in Roncadelli & Tavec-
chio (2015).
Although the explanation given by Fraser et al. (2014) turns
out to be untenable, the phenomenon of a seasonally varying X-
ray background around the Earth detected with an 11σ confidence
level remains a mystery (see Fig. 1). The seasonal variation pattern
is clearly related to the Earth’s revolution around the Sun, which
strongly indicates that dark matter galactic wind could play a cen-
tral role. The motivation of our present work is to interpret the
seasonally varying X-ray background as a natural result of the an-
nually modulating dark matter wind1 in the context of the Axion
Quark Nugget (AQN) dark matter model (Zhitnitsky 2003). In our
framework, the AQNs emit X-rays isotropically and can propagate
in any directions. The radiated X-rays are automatically subject to
seasonal variations, since the AQNs are the dominant contributor to
dark matter. Our proposal is therefore very different from Di Lella
& Zioutas (2003); Davoudiasl & Huber (2006, 2008); Fraser et al.
(2014) which consider axions as the dominant source of dark mat-
ter.
The AQN model was initially proposed to explain why dark
matter and visible matter densities assume similar magnitudes,
ΩDM ∼ Ωvisible. The basic features of the model will be reviewed
in section 2, but at its heart lies the existence of antimatter nuggets
which can interact strongly with regular matter. Remarkably, the
antimatter dark matter formulated in the model does not lead to
contradictions with known observations. It is quite the contrary;
it leads to a series of observational consequences that could ex-
plain several outstanding astrophysical puzzles. A non-exhaustive
list includes the “Primordial Lithium Puzzle” (Flambaum & Zhit-
nitsky 2019), “The Solar Corona Mystery” (Zhitnitsky 2017; Raza
et al. 2018), the recent EDGES observations (Lawson & Zhitnitsky
2019), and the annual modulation observed by the DAMA/LIBRA
experiment2. In the center of the Milky Way, the interaction be-
tween antimatter AQNs and baryonic matter also leads to elec-
tromagnetic signatures which could explain various emission ex-
cesses in different frequency bands, such as the well known 511
keV line (Oaknin & Zhitnitsky 2005; Zhitnitsky 2007).
The basic idea in our proposal follows from the fact that an-
timatter AQNs will hit the Earth at a low rate. These AQNs will
lose some of their mass from annihilation, and they will also lose
some momentum (Lawson et al. 2019). The nuggets are not com-
pletely destroyed. At the moment of their exit, they are very hot
objects as a result of friction and annihilation events occurring in
1 There are subtle points here related to XMM-Newton’s position and its
view angle as it orbits the Earth. This complication does not allow an im-
mediate interpretation of the data in terms of the conventional annual mod-
ulation, which is normally attributed to dark matter wind with its maximum
on June 1 and minimum on Dec 1. See the original paper by Freese et al.
(1988) and review Freese et al. (2013) for more information. The maxi-
mum and minimum values will obviously get shifted as a function of the
satellite’s position with respect to the Earth’s surface. We will make a few
comments on these complications later in the text.
2 The DAMA/LIBRA (DL) experiment (Bernabei et al. 2013, 2014) claims
an observation of an annual modulation in the 1-6 keV recoil energy range
with a 9.5σ confidence level, strongly suggesting that the observed mod-
ulation has a dark matter origin. However, the conventional interpretation
in terms of WIMP-nucleon interaction is excluded by other experiments.
The AQN framework offers an alternative source of modulation observed
by DL in the form of neutrons which have been liberated from surrounding
material (Zhitnitsky 2019).
Figure 1. 2-6 keV X-ray background spectra detected by the EPIC pn cam-
era carried by XMM-Newton (the data are integrated from 2000 to 2012) for
each of the four spacecraft seasons: Winter (black), Summer (green), Spring
(red), and Fall (blue). The plot is adopted from Figure 14(a) in Fraser et al.
(2014).
the Earth’s deep underground layers. At the exit point, their tem-
perature can be as high as T0 ∼ 200-500 keV (this is discussed in
Section 3). The AQNs slowly cool down while they continue their
trajectory away from the Earth’s surface and emit radiation. At this
stage, the AQNs continue to lose their accumulated heat and slowly
decrease their internal temperature. On average, when AQNs reach
distances of the order r & 8R⊕, their temperature remains very
high, T  10 keV. The XMM-Newton operates precisely at such
distance and can easily observe these X-rays emitted by AQNs.
AQNs represent the dominant form of dark matter in this model,
and the velocities of AQNs hitting the Earth are different for differ-
ent seasons. We call this the annual modulation of the dark matter
wind (see footnote 1 for a comment on this terminology). As a re-
sult, the flux of AQNs that leave the Earth also depends on seasons,
which consequently leads to a seasonal varying X-ray background.
The objective of our current work is to calculate if the model is con-
sistent with the observations by Fraser et al. (2014). We will show
that the amplitude of the seasonal variations, which is on the level
of 20-25%, and the energy spectrum are both consistent with Fraser
et al. (2014).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
overview the AQN model. In Section 3, we calculate the thermal
emission spectrum of a single AQN and its cooling process in space
after it leaves the Earth. In Section 4, we calculate the total spec-
trum received by XMM-Newton from AQNs that enter the field
of view of the telescope, and compare it with the observations. In
Section 5, we calculate the seasonal variation of the AQN-induced
spectrum. Finally, we conclude the main points of this work in Sec-
tion 6.
2 THE AQNMODEL
In this model, dark matter consists of axion quark nuggets (AQNs)
which are macroscopically large objects of nuclear density with
a typical size of R ∼ 10−5 cm and typical mass of B ∼ 1025
times the mass of a proton. B is also called the baryonic charge.
AQNs are dense objects made of standard model quarks and glu-
ons in the colour superconducting (CS) phase (Zhitnitsky 2003).
This model is conceptually similar to the original nuclearites pro-
posed by Witten (1984), where these nuggets are “cosmologically
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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dark” not through the weakness of their interactions but due to their
small cross-section to mass ratio. As a result, the corresponding
constraints on this type of dark matter place a lower bound on their
mass, rather than their coupling constant. There are several addi-
tional elements in the AQN model that we can compare with the
older and well-studied nuclearite by Witten (1984):
• The AQNs are formed from the collapse of closed axion domain
walls which are copiously produced during the QCD transition in
the early Universe. An AQN is squeezed by an axion domain wall
(with its QCD substructure) as its shell, which acts adds an addi-
tional stabilization factor. This helps to alleviate a number of the
problems inherent to the original Witten proposal3.
• The nuggets can be made of matter as well as antimatter (to be
coined as the antinuggets). The direct consequence of this feature is
that the visible and dark matter abundances must assume the same
order of magnitude without any fine tuning, i.e. Ωvisible ∼ Ωdark.
This relation is a natural result of the AQN framework, which is not
sensitive to any specific parameters such as axion mass or nugget
size, as explained below.
The presence of a large amount of antimatter in the form of
high density AQNs leads to many observable consequences as a
result of very rare annihilation events between antiquarks in AQNs
and baryons in the visible Universe.
2.1 Original motivation of the AQN model
It is normally assumed that the Universe started in a neutral phase
with zero baryonic charge, then it evolved into a state with a net
positive baryon number through a “baryogenesis” process. In the
AQN model, the “baryogenesis” is replaced by the charge sepa-
ration process in which the total baryon charge of the Universe
remains zero at all times. However, due to the global CP violat-
ing processes associated with the axion’s potential misalignment
angle θ0 6= 0 during the early formation stage at the QCD scale,
the number and size distributions of nuggets and antinuggets will
necessarily be different by an order of one. This happens regard-
less of the axion mass ma and the initial value of θ0. We refer the
readers to some original work for a detailed analysis on the for-
mation of nuggets (Liang & Zhitnitsky 2016), the development of
nugget-antinugget asymmetry (Ge et al. 2017, 2018), and their size
distribution and survival pattern (Ge et al. 2019) in the unfriendly
environment of the early Universe.
The asymmetry in numbers and size distributions between
nuggets and antinuggets leads naturally to a Universe where dark
matter is composed of nuggets and antinuggets (with respective
cosmological mass densities ΩN and ΩN¯ ). There is a preference
for the antinuggets by an order of one, while the remaining matter
constitutes the observed regular baryonic matter with mass density
Ωvisible (stars, galaxies, gas, etc.). The resulting baryon charge B
3 In particular, in the original proposal by Witten (1984), the first order
phase transition was the required feature of the construction of the nucle-
arite. However, it is known that the QCD transition is a crossover rather than
a first order phase transition. It should be contrasted with the AQN frame-
work because the first order phase transition is not required, as the axion
domain wall plays the role of the squeezer. Furthermore, it has been argued
that Witten’s nuclearites are likely to evaporate on the Hubble time-scale
even if they were formed. In the AQN framework, a fast evaporation does
not occur because the AQNs are stable as a result of additional external
pressure from the axion domain walls. In contrast, Witten’s nuclearites are
stable objects at zero pressure.
of the Universe remains zero, and no specific baryogenesis mecha-
nism is necessary while we have Ωvisible ∼ Ωdark and
Ωvisible = ΩN¯ − ΩN
Ωdark = ΩN¯ + ΩN . (1)
Eq. (1) is very generic and a robust consequence of the AQN frame-
work: where both components Ωvisible and Ωdark originate from
the same QCD physics at the same cosmological epoch, and both
are proportional to the same fundamental scale, the ΛQCD. This
fact provides a natural mechanism, which is very different from
the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle’s “miracle,” by which why
dark matter and baryons mass abundances are comparable.
2.2 Astrophysical signatures of the model
Unlike conventional dark matter candidates such as Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particles (WIMPs), the presence of antimatter in the
antinuggets makes them strongly interacting with baryonic matter.
Intuition dictates that such a model would be in strong contradiction
with existing astrophysical observations. However, detailed studies
of the AQN’s interaction in astrophysical environments show that
the model does not contradict any known observational constraints
on dark matter or antimatter and that the very small number density
of AQNs prevents the emission mechanisms to be overwhelming.
The main reasons for AQNs to behave as Cold Dark Matter despite
their strong, but extremely rare, interaction with baryons can be
summarized as follows (Zhitnitsky 2006):
• The typical baryon charge carried by a nugget is huge. |B| ∼
1025 (constrained by observations and will be discussed later in
this section), which implies that the number density of nuggets is
extremely low.
• The key ratio relevant for cosmology σ/M ∼ 10−10 cm2/g is far
below the astrophysical and cosmological limits σ/M < 1 cm2/g.
Therefore, the AQN qualifies as a Cold Dark Matter candidate.
• The nuggets are stable objects over the cosmological timescale.
AQNs survive in the unfriendly environment of the early Universe,
before and after the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) epoch (Ge
et al. 2019). A dominant portion of the AQNs also survive violent
events such as galaxy formation and star formation.
• The nuggets have a very large binding energy, so the
quarks/antiquarks locked in the core cannot participate in BBN,
which happens at T ∼ 0.1 MeV. Therefore, the conventional BBN
picture holds with possible small corrections on the order of 10−10,
which in fact could resolve the primordial lithium puzzle (Flam-
baum & Zhitnitsky 2019).
• Due to the small ratio σ/M ∼ B−1/3  1, the nuggets com-
pletely decouple from photons, so the conventional picture of struc-
ture formation holds.
• The nuggets do not modify the conventional analysis of the
CMB. They provide possible small radiation corrections which
could resolve the tension between standard predictions and the
EDGES observation (stronger than anticipated 21 cm absorption
features) (Lawson & Zhitnitsky 2019).
In the AQN model, dark matter will emit radiation when it collides
with a baryon. Because of the AQN’s low number density, this is a
very rare event. When it happens, only the surface of the AQN will
radiate, while most of the matter inside the nugget remains hidden
and dark. For this reason, it is expected that AQNs with a larger
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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baryon charge, 〈B〉, will generate even weaker radiation4. It is also
expected that baryon rich environments, such as the early Universe,
the core of a galaxy, planets, and stars will emit more AQN related
radiation for a given baryon charge, 〈B〉, than in a baryon poor
environment.
It is surprising at first that a model with dark matter emitting
radiation could even pass the simplest observational constraint, but
the reason lies in the fact that most of a nugget’s mass is inside the
nugget and does not contribute to the emission processes. A com-
parison of the emission mechanisms to astrophysical observations
from radio to γ-ray wavelengths suggests that the nugget’s mass
should have a baryon charge of 〈B〉 > 1024 to avoid the overpro-
duction of the observed galactic diffuse background and be consis-
tent with all known observations. This corresponds to an AQN mass
of only ∼ 1 gram, therefore AQNs of mass ∼ 1 gram and higher
are viable dark matter candidates. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, there are several excesses of emissions in different frequency
bands contained in the galactic spectrum, which seem to be con-
sistent with the moderate emission processes inherent to the AQN
model. The best known example is the strong galactic 511 keV
line. Several of these diffuse emissions could be explained within
the framework of the AQN model if the nuggets carry a baryon
charge of order 〈B〉 ∼ 1025. We refer the readers to Oaknin &
Zhitnitsky (2005); Zhitnitsky (2007); Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008a);
Lawson & Zhitnitsky (2008); Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b); Forbes
et al. (2010) for further details with explicit computations in differ-
ent frequency bands. In all of these cases, the emitted photons are
generated in the outer layer of the nuggets, consisting of electrons
(positrons in case of antinuggets), known as the electrosphere.
The X-ray emission in the near-Earth environment, which is
the subject of our present work, is also originated from the electro-
sphere. Therefore the thermal properties of the electrosphere plays
a crucial role. The relevant thermal features of the electrosphere
have been analyzed previously in Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b) in
the context of galactic emission, where the nugget’s internal tem-
perature turns out to be very low, being around T ∼ eV. This tem-
perature is determined by the requirement that the rate of the energy
emission is equal to the rate of energy deposition due to the anni-
hilation processes between the baryons from the surrounding ma-
terial with the antiquarks from the nugget’s core. As the density of
the material in the center of a galaxy is quite low, nB ∼ 102cm−3,
the corresponding rate of collisions of baryons with the nuggets
is also very low. This eventually determines a nugget’s low internal
temperature, around T ∼ eV. Note that the heat exchange inside the
nugget, between the electrosphere and the nugget core, is extremely
efficient. Consequently, the temperature of both are the same, T .
In our present study, we are interested in the nuggets cross-
ing the Earth’s interior with a very high density of the surrounding
material, around nB ∼ 1024cm−3, and even higher in the Earth’s
core. As a result, the nuggets crossing the Earth’s interior will ac-
quire very high temperatures, reaching up to T ' 200-500 keV,
as argued in the next section. For such high temperatures, several
new phenomena related to ionization, plasma frequency, and other
many-body effects, which had been previously neglected in Forbes
4 To be more specific, only antinuggets play an important role here in ob-
servations, since they carry a huge amount of antimatter that could annihi-
late with matter from the visible Universe. Also, it is antinuggets that are
relevant for our present study of the varying X-ray background. Therefore,
the nuggets or AQNs discussed later in this paper refers to antinuggets, if
not specified.
& Zhitnitsky (2008b), become very important and have to be ex-
plicitly incorporated into the computational framework. The cor-
responding modifications of the dynamics of the electrosphere ac-
counting for all of these effects will be the subject of the following
Section 3. We use these results in Section 4 to calculate the spec-
trum accumulated by XMM-Newton from the hot AQNs based on
the observatory’s configuration and orbit information, and compare
it with the observations.
3 AQN-INDUCED X-RAYS
In order to theoretically calculate the spectrum received by XMM-
Newton from the radiation of hot AQNs that have crossed the
Earth’s interior, the first step is to know the radiation spectrum from
the electrosphere of an AQN characterized by a high temperature
T ' 200-500 keV, which represents the topic of subsection 3.1.
In subsection 3.2, we examine the cooling process of AQNs in
space after they leave the Earth. Since the AQN’s radiation fea-
tures change as its temperature drops, we need to know the temper-
ature, intensity, and spectrum of AQNs when they reach the region
r ∼ 10R⊕, where the XMM-Newton is operational.
3.1 AQN emissivity
The properties of thermal emission from the electrosphere of a
nugget have been discussed in Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b). First,
we will briefly summarize the previous results here. After, we
will discuss a number of complications which are relevant for our
present work (when the temperature is very high T ' 200-500
keV). These were ignored in previous studies with T ' eV in the
context of galactic emission.
The spectral surface emissivity is denoted as dF/dω =
dE/dtdAdω, representing the energy emitted by a single nugget
per unit time, per unit area of the nugget’s surface, and per unit
frequency. It has the following expression (Forbes & Zhitnitsky
2008b):
dF
dω
(ω) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dz
dQ
dω
(ω, z) (2)
where
dQ
dω
= n2(z) · 4α
15
(
α
me
)2
2
√
2T
mepi
(
1 +
ω
T
)
e−ω/Th
(ω
T
)
.
(3)
n(z) is the local density of positrons at distance z from the nugget’s
surface, which has the following expression
n(z) =
T
2piα
1
(z + z¯)2
, (4)
with
z¯−1 =
√
2piα ·me ·
(
T
me
)1/4
, n(z = 0) ' (meT )3/2 , (5)
where n(z = 0) reproduces an approximate formula for the plasma
density in the Boltzmann regime at temperature, T . The function
h(x) in Eq. (3) is a dimensionless function computed in Forbes
& Zhitnitsky (2008b) (see Appendix A for details). The important
features of the spectrum will be discussed in detail at the end of
this subsection, but we would like to emphasize that the spectrum
is qualitatively different from conventional black body radiation,
despite of the fact that the electrosphere is characterized by a spe-
cific temperature, T . The reason is that the size of the system is
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much smaller than the photon’s mean free path and, as a result, the
photons cannot thermalize in this sstem the.
The thermal properties presented above were applied to the
study of the emission from AQNs from the Galactic Centre, where
a nugget’s internal temperature is very low, T ∼ eV, as already
mentioned in Section 2. When the nuggets propagate in the Earth’s
atmosphere, the AQN’s internal temperature starts to rise to ∼ 40
keV or so (Budker et al. 2020). When the AQN enters the Earth’s
surface, it further heats up to ∼ 200 keV, due to the much higher
density of the Earth’s interior (see the Appendix of Budker et al.
(2020) for more details). While the nuggets propagate underground,
the heat from the electrosphere is transferred to the quark’s core, ac-
companied by the emission of photons with a spectrum character-
ized by Eq. (2). These processes are very complicated to compute
because in this temperature regime, a number of many-body effects
in the electrosphere, that were previously ignored, become impor-
tant. In what follows, we explain the physics of these effects, while
all of the technical details are developed in Appendix A.
1. The modification of the positron’s density n(z) in the elec-
trosphere
The most important modification due to high temperature occurs as
a result of the ionization of the system. Loosely bound positrons
leave the system, and strongly bound positrons change their posi-
tions and momenta to adjust to the corresponding modifications of
the system. Indeed, the neutrality of the AQN will be lost due to
the ionization at T 6= 0, in which case the antimatter nuggets will
acquire a negative electric charge due to the ionized positrons. The
corresponding charge, Q, for AQNs can be estimated as follows
(Zhitnitsky 2017; Ge et al. 2019):
Q ' 4piR2
∫ ∞
z1
n(z)dz ∼ 4piR
2
2piα
·
(
T
√
2meT
)
, (6)
where n(z) is the density of the positrons (4) in the electrosphere.
In this estimate, it is assumed that the weakly bound positrons, with
binding energy  . T , will be stripped off of the electrosphere as
a result of high temperature, T . These loosely bound positrons are
localized mostly at the outer region of the electrosphere, at dis-
tances z > z1(T ) ≈ (2meT )−1/2, which motivates the cutoff in
our estimate (6).
Since the temperature of the AQN’s core becomes very high
due to the large number of annihilation events in the Earth’s in-
terior, a large number of weakly bound positrons will be stripped
off of the nugget, and the number density of remaining positrons
will drastically decrease. The corresponding changes in the elec-
trosphere are determined by nontrivial non-equilibrium dynamics,
which shall not be discussed in the present work. Instead, we intro-
duce a phenomenological suppression factor, κ, which effectively
accounts for the relevant physics:
n(z) = κ · T
2piα
1
(z + z¯)2
. (7)
Although the computations of the coefficient κ from first principles
are very difficult and saved for a future study, it is expected that
it depends on temperature, T , and z, since different z-shells will
be affected by the annihilation processes differently. However, we
ignore these complications in the remainder of the paper and will
treat κ as a constant parameter in the range 0 < κ < 1.
2. Ionization of loosely bound positrons
Eq. (7) is a simplification which does not take into account the fact
that loosely bound positrons will be completely stripped off by high
temperature, while more strongly bound positrons will be less af-
fected and stay bound. One can easily add this feature to our sim-
dF
/dω[e
rg
cm
-2 s-
1 k
eV
-1 ]
5 10 50 100 500
1017
1018
1019
1020
1 5 10 50 100 500
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
ω [keV]
Figure 2. The spectral surface emissivity of a nugget with all of the effects
discussed in this subsection included, see (A8) in Appendix A. κ = 10−2.5
in the top subfigure and κ = 10−3.5 in the bottom subfigure. The two
subfigures are plotted with T = 100 keV as an example.
plified analysis by describing κ as a step function:
κ(z, T ) =
{
0 if z ≥ z1
κ(T ) if z < z1
, (8)
where z1(T ) is defined as
z1(T ) ' 1√
2meT
. (9)
In this way, we preserve the crucial feature of the system that
loosely bound positrons from the outer region of the electrosphere
are stripped from the nugget and do not participate in the cooling
of the system.
3. The role of the plasma frequency
The plasma frequency ωp characterizes the propagation of photons
in a plasma. It can be thought of as an effective mass for the pho-
tons: only photons with an energy larger than this mass can prop-
agate outside of the system, while photons with ω < ωp can only
propagate for a short time and distance ∼ ω−1p before being ab-
sorbed back. For our estimates, we will use a conventional non-
relativistic expression for ωp:
ω2p(z) =
4piαn(z)
me
; ωp(z) '
√
2T
me
√
κ
(z + z¯)
, (10)
where we substituted Eq. (7).
The important implication of the plasma frequency ωp(z) is
that the densest regions of the electrosphere stop emitting photons
because the plasma frequency is too high, since ωp ∼ n2 according
to (10). This implies that the emissivity (Eq. (3)) from the dense
regions will be exponentially suppressed at the plasma frequency
(Forbes & Zhitnitsky 2008b):
dQ˜
dω
(ω, z) ∼ e−ωp(z)/T · dQ
dω
(ω, z). (11)
With all of these effects taken into account, the spectral sur-
face emissivity (2) can now be numerically computed. We refer
the reader to Appendix A for technical details of the computa-
tions. Two examples are shown on Fig. 2 for T = 100 keV and
κ(T ) = 10−2.5, 10−3.5. Fig. 2 reveals some important features.
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First of all, the spectrum is almost flat in the region ω . T . This
is a direct manifestation of a very generic property of emission by
charged particles when the energy of the emitted photon is much
smaller than all of the other scales of the problem, the so-called
“soft Bremsstrahlung” emission or “soft photon theorem.” In this
case, the emission is known to show a dω/ω behaviour for the
probability to emit a soft photon with frequency ω. This property
implies that the intensity of radiation, dF/dω ∼ constant, must
be flat for soft photons. As we will discuss in Section 4, this unique
property of the spectrum will play a key role in our interpretation
of the spectrum observed by XMM-Newton. On the other hand, for
large ω  T , the exponential suppression, exp(−ω/T ), becomes
the most important feature of the spectrum. The complete suppres-
sion of the emission at very small ω  T is an artifact of our
simplification of the density, n(z) ∼ κ(z), in form of a step func-
tion (8). There is another cusp behaviour also at ω  T (peak on
Fig. 2). This results from our simplified treatment of the plasma
frequency, ωp, when the dF/dω is approximated by a piecewise
function (when the emission with ω ≥ ωp from a high density re-
gion occurs with no suppression, while emission with ω ≤ ωp from
the same region is completely dropped). In reality, both of these ef-
fects leading to the cusps should be described by a smooth function.
However, this part of the spectrum with ω  T will not play any
role in our analysis which follows5.
The next step is the computation of the cooling rate, done in
subsection 3.2. For this purpose, we need the total surface emissiv-
ity, Ftot(T, κ), as a function of T and κ. This is done by integrat-
ing dF/dω over ω. The technical details of the calculations can be
found in Appendix A, Eq. (A13). We parameterize the final formula
for the emissivity, which will be used in subsection 3.2, as follows:
Ftot(T ) ' α
15pi5/2
T 5
me
· c1(κ)
(
T
10 keV
)c2(κ)
(12)
with
c1(κ) = 4κ
2, c2(κ) = −0.89. (13)
3.2 AQN cooling
While passing through the Earth, nuggets will heat up by friction
and annihilation events. Their temperature when exiting the Earth’s
surface is denoted by T0. While traversing the Earth, the nugget will
heat up in a fraction of a second because of the very efficient energy
transfer between the nugget and its surrounding dense material.
However, it is expected that T0 cannot become much higher than∼
500 keV because of different processes. These include e+e− pair
production and black body radiation, which start to dominate the
nugget’s emission deep underground, and become much more im-
portant than the Bremsstrahlung radiation (3). The lower bound on
T0 is on the order of ∼ 200 keV, as shown by Budker et al. (2020).
Calculating T0 precisely from first principles remains very difficult
because the energy transfer in the Earth’s interior includes com-
plicated processes, such as turbulence and acoustic shock waves
5 An important consequence of the strong suppression at small ω  T is
that the intensity of the visible light emission with ω ∼ 1 eV is strongly
suppressed in comparison to the X-ray emission. It could play a dramatic
role in the identification of AQN annihilation events in the atmosphere with
the so-called skyquakes. They occur when a sonic boom is not accompanied
by any visible light, which would normally be expected for any meteors-like
events, see Budker et al. (2020) for details.
with a very large Mach number, M . M = vAQN/cs  10, where
cs is the speed of sound of the surrounding material. This part of
the nugget’s physics is very complicated, and it is not part of our
present work. For this reason, we will treat T0 as a phenomenolog-
ical parameter.
Fortunately, these complications do not affect our analysis
once the AQNs exit the surface and start to travel in empty space.
After exiting Earth, the energy loss from the AQN into space is en-
tirely determined by Eq. (12). In this case, the initial condition for
the cooling is simply characterized by T0. One can completely ig-
nore any new annihilation events at this point because the density of
the material in Earth’s atmosphere drops very quickly with height.
Therefore, the nuggets are assumed to be travelling in empty space
immediately after they exit the Earth’s surface, with initial temper-
ature T (r = R⊕) = T0.
Our goal now is to calculate the energy loss rate of the heated
AQN while it travels through space, away from Earth, with a typical
dark matter speed of ∼ 220km/s. The total initial energy accumu-
lated by the AQN is determined by its exit temperature, T0, and
specific heat, cV . The corresponding expression for unpaired quark
matter is known (Alford et al. 2008) and it is given by:
cV =
NcNf
3
µ2T, (14)
where µ is the chemical potential, and Nc, Nf are the number of
colours and flavours in the system. There are many different CS
phases with drastically different expressions for cV . In particular,
in 2SC (two flavour superconducting phase), the expression for the
specific heat (Alford et al. 2008) assumes the form :
cV ' 1
3
T (µ2d + µ
2
u), (15)
where chemical potentials in CS phases are in the range µu '
µd ' 500 MeV. This numerical value is perfectly consistent with
our studies of the typical value of the AQN’s chemical potential at
the moment of its formation (Ge et al. 2019). For our numerical
analysis in what follows, we use expression (15).
The energy of the nugget decreases when its temperature de-
creases, according to the conventional formula
dE = cV · V · dT, (16)
where V is the AQN’s volume. The energy emitted by a nugget per
unit time has been computed in the previous section and it is given
by (12):
−dE/dt = Ftot(T ) · 4piR2, (17)
where sign minus implies that the energy of the AQN is decreas-
ing with time as a result of emission. Combining (16) and (17), we
arrive at the desired equation describing the change of the tempera-
ture, T , with time, t, while the AQN is moving away from the Earth
and emitting photons:
dT
dt
= −4piR
2
V
1
cV (T )
Ftot(T ). (18)
The solution of this differential equation, with initial condition
T (t = 0) = T0, is given by:(
t
1 sec
)
' 0.34
c1(κ)[c2(κ) + 3]
(
R
10−5 cm
)( µu,d
500 MeV
)2
·
[(
T
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]
−
(
T0
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]]
,
(19)
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Figure 3. T vs. t for different values of κ and T0. T = T0 at t = 0.
An important feature here is that the behaviour T (t) at t ≥ 100 s (when
XMM-Newton becomes operational) is not sensitive to the initial value of
T0, see text for explanations.
where T (t) = T0 at t = 0, when the nugget exits the Earth’s
surface. We refer the readers to Appendix B for the details on the
derivation.
Fig. 3 shows T as a function of time, t, for different values
of κ and T0. We choose R = 2.25 · 10−5 cm, which has been
previously used in axion emission studies (Lawson et al. 2019).
Fig. 3 illustrates a very important result: after t ≈ 100 seconds,
when the AQN is at distance r ≥ 3R⊕, the temperature T (t) is
not very sensitive to the initial temperature T0 for a given coeffi-
cient κ. This is because AQNs with higher initial temperature T0
emit more radiation and cool down more quickly. As a result, T (t)
is much more sensitive to κ than T0, as shown by the blue and
black lines in Fig. 3. This is because a smaller value of κ leads to
a drastic reduction of the emission. As a consequence of this sup-
pressed emission, the temperature remains close to its initial value,
T0, for a long period of time, t ∼ 103 seconds. Fraser et al. (2014)
selected observations such that XMM-Newton would always point
away from the Earth and Sun. Therefore, we expect that their signal
will be weakly sensitive to T0 and strongly sensitive to κ.
Another important quantity is the AQN energy loss rate. It can
be computed as follows: the total energy stored in a nugget at the
moment of exit is
E0 =
∫ T0
0
cV (T )V dT. (20)
The energy lost due to thermal emission to space is given by
E(t) = 4piR2
∫ t
0
dtFtot[T (t)], (21)
where Ftot[T ] is determined by Eq. (12) and T (t) by Eq. (19).
The stored energy [1 − E(t)/E0] as function of time for different
values of κ and T0 is shown in Fig. 4. This function describes the
fraction of energy remaining in the AQN’s core at time t, which
vanishes when t → ∞. Fig. 4 shows that a smaller κ corresponds
to a reduced emission and therefore a much slower energy loss rate.
For instance, for κ = 10−3.5, the stored energy in the AQN’s core
is almost unaltered up to t ' 102 seconds.
We conclude this section with a few comments on our choice
of the parameters T0 and κ, which appear in the computations and
provide a benchmark for our numerical estimates. As we shall see
in the next section, the spectrum and the intensity of the emission
κ=10-2.5,T0=200keVκ=10-2.5,T0=500keVκ=10-3.5,T0=200keV
1 5 10 50 100 500 1000
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
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t [s]
1-E
(t) E 0
Figure 4. The relative stored energy [1− E(t)/E0] vs. t, for different val-
ues of κ and T0. An important feature here is that a smaller κ = 10−3.5
corresponding to a reduced emission leads to a much slower decay rate. In
this case, the AQN keeps its initial energy value up to t . 102 s.
depend on these parameters in a very nontrivial way. Our goal here
is to give a few simple order of magnitude estimates supporting our
choice of T0 and κ being used in the present work.
As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, the exit
temperature is expected to be in the range T0 ∼ 200-500 keV. This
results from the very high rate of annihilation events in the dense
environment 6, and that the heat loss from e+e− pair production
and black body radiation prevents T0 from going beyond ∼ 500
keV.
The other parameter which enters our computations is the sup-
pression factor, κ, defined by Eq. (7). This was introduced to ac-
count for the drastic decrease of the positron number density from
the electrosphere, which can emit photons. This strong suppression
is a direct consequence of high internal temperature, T0, when a
large number of weakly bound positrons (close to the Fermi sur-
face) are stripped off of the nugget and cannot contribute to the
emission. When weakly bound positrons have left the system as
a result of ionization, the strongly bound quasi-particles (far away
from the Fermi surface) can be excited and emit photons at T0 6= 0.
However, the density of these quasi-particles will be suppressed.
The nature of this suppression can be understood as follows7:
κ ∼ ne+
(mT0)3/2
∼ µ
3
e
3pi2(mT0)3/2
exp
(
− [µe]
T0
)
. (22)
The denominator (mT0)3/2 is the density of positrons in the elec-
trosphere from Eq. (4), which corresponds to the normalization
factor in Eq. (7). The energy,  ∼ µe, in Eq. (22) is a typical
6 Indeed, according to Eq. (20), the energy, E0 ' 12 cV V T 20 with T0 '
500 keV, is achieved when the AQN travels a distance of order L ∼ 0.5
km, at which the accumulated annihilation energy, (2 GeV)nBpiR2Lwith
nB ∼ 1024cm−3, becomes the same order of magnitude as E0.
7 A simplified procedure for the estimate of κ, as mentioned in the text, by
removing all weakly bound positrons is not a proper way of computation.
This is because the positron’s density will be adjusting when T0 varies. The
consistent procedure would be a mean-field computation of the positron
density by imposing the proper boundary conditions relevant to nonzero
temperature and nonzero charge, similar to the T ≈ 0 computations carried
out in Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b); Forbes et al. (2010). The correspond-
ing computations have not been done yet, and we keep parameter κ as a
phenomenological free parameter.
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energy of an excitation, and µe(z) is a typical chemical poten-
tial of the positrons depending on position, z, in the electrosphere.
The positrons with sufficiently high µe(z) will not be stripped off,
and remain in the system8. For example, for T0 ' 200 keV and
[µe] ∼ µe ' 1.3 MeV, the suppression factor is κ ∼ 10−3.
These strongly bound positrons will remain bound in the system
and contribute to the emission. This is only an order of magnitude
estimate, and as emphasized in footnote 7, κ will be treated as a
free phenomenological parameter in the rest of the paper.
4 COMPUTATION OF THE SPECTRUM AND
COMPARISONWITH XMM-NEWTON DATA
This is the central section of the present work, as we are in a po-
sition to compute the spectrum and intensity received by XMM-
Newton from the thermal emission of nuggets computed in the pre-
vious section. The obtained results can be directly compared with
the observations from Fraser et al. (2014).
We start with the simplified assumption that the nuggets are
uniformly distributed around the Earth. We will also assume that
the nuggets exit the Earth radially. In a forthcoming paper, we are
performing the calculation with a realistic dark matter distribution
and trajectories, but the results derived in this section remain valid
despite our simplifying assumptions. As we shall see below, we are
able to reproduce the spectrum observed by XMM-Newton with the
AQN framework. Since the calculations are relatively insensitive
to the free parameters of the model, our result represents a very
generic consequence of the system when the spectrum is essentially
determined by the “soft photon theorem,” as we already mentioned
at the end of subsection 3.1.
With these simplifications in mind, the number density of
nuggets that have passed through the Earth is
nAQN(s) =
1
4pi(R⊕ + s)2
· F
vout
, (23)
where Fig. 5 shows the geometry of the configuration. In Eq. (23),
s denotes the distance from the Earth’s surface. vout is the nugget’s
velocity leaving the Earth’s surface, which is assumed to be the
same for all nuggets and independent of s. For simplicity, we ap-
proximate vout ' vin, the nugget’s velocity when it hits the Earth,
although the nuggets may be slowed down by the interactions with
their surroundings inside the Earth. This approximation is good
enough for our analytical treatment in this section. The effect of
the velocity difference between vout and vin will be included in
our future studies. We denote F as the total nugget flux (number
per unit time) that hits the Earth. It has been estimated as follows
(Lawson et al. 2019):
F ' 0.67 s−1
(
ρDM
0.3 GeV/cm3
)(
vin
220 km/s
)(
1025
〈B〉
)
. (24)
We adopt the following values for our numerical estimates: vout '
vin ' 220 km/s; average baryon charge, 〈B〉 = 1025 (which cor-
responds to an average size of the nugget, 〈R〉 = 2.25 · 10−5 cm).
This corresponds to a total flux of F ' 0.67s−1 (Lawson et al.
2019).
Fig. 5 shows the positions of the Earth and the XMM-Newton
8 This chemical potential µe(z) in Eq. (22) should not be confused with
maximal chemical potential in the CS phase, µe ∼ 20-30 MeV, which is
fixed by the boundary conditions in the deep CS region, as explained in
Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b); Forbes et al. (2010).
x
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Figure 5. The XMM-Newton observatory is assumed to be located at the
position (−L,−L, 0). The cone is the field of view of the EPIC pn camera
carried by XMM-Newton. In our present work, we focus on this camera
(see footnote 11 for details). The cone points in the direction +y. dV is
the volume of the thin disk, and the number of nuggets contained inside is
nAQNdV . rmid is the radius of the thin disk. Since the opening angle of
the cone is very small, αc = 0.25 deg, it is a good approximation that all
nuggets inside dV are located at the same point (−L, ymid, 0). ymid could
be negative, so they have the same distance, smid, to the Earth’s surface.
The range of θ is apparently [pi/2, 5pi/4].
observatory. It also shows how the XMM-Newton observatory re-
ceives the radiation from a large number of nuggets, with number
density nAQN, surrounding the Earth. Various configuration param-
eters are defined in Fig. 5’s caption. The following geometric rela-
tions are useful:
smid(θ) =
L
− cos θ −R⊕, ymid(θ) = −L tan θ,
rmid(θ) = (ymid + L) tanαc.
(25)
The number of nuggets inside the thin disk of the cone (shown in
Fig. 5) is
dN(θ) = nAQNdV = nAQN[smid(θ)] ·pir2mid(θ)dymid(θ). (26)
The distance, smid, and the time, t, are connected by the nugget
velocity, vout: smid = voutt. The spectrum received by the XMM-
Newton observatory can be calculated as:
dFr
dω
=
∫
cone
dF
dω
(Tmid, ω)
R2
[ym(θ) + L]2
dN(θ)
=
∫ 5pi
4
pi
2
dθ
{
dF
dω
(Tmid, ω)
R2
[ym(θ) + L]2
·nAQN[smid(θ)] · pir2mid(θ) L
cos2 θ
}
,
(27)
where dF
dω
(Tmid, ω) is the spectral surface emissivity computed at
the moment tmid =
[
smid(θ)
vout
]
with the corresponding temperature,
Tmid. The computations of dFdω (T, ω) for arbitrary T have been
carried out in section 3.1, see Fig. 2 for dF
dω
(T, ω) computed at
T = 100 keV, as an example. The R in Eq. (27) is the nugget’s
radius, R ' 2.25 · 10−5cm, corresponding to 〈B〉 = 1025. For
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numerical estimates, we chooseL = 7R⊕, whereR⊕ is the Earth’s
radius 9.
The radiation spectrum dFr/dω given by (27) is the energy
received by the observatory per unit time, per unit area, and per
unit frequency. In order to make a precise comparison between our
calculations and the observations (Fraser et al. 2014), we convert
dFr/dω to f (theory), the number of photons received by the obser-
vatory per unit time, per unit area, per unit frequency, and per unit
solid angle, which is defined as follows:
f (theory) ≡ 1
Ωc
1
ω
dFr
dω
, (28)
where Ωc = 2pi(1−cosαc) ≈ 5.98×10−5 sr ≈ 0.196 deg2 is the
solid angle of the cone. The corresponding theoretical prediction is
plotted in Fig. 6, for several typical values of the parameters of the
system, κ, T0, as discussed in Section 3.
In order to compare with observations from XMM-Newton
in the 2-6 keV energy band, we use the power-law fit, as given
by Fraser et al. (2014), see Eq. (11) from that paper10:
f (obs) = N0
( ω
keV
)−Γ 1
cm2 · s · keV · sr . (29)
The normalization factor N0 is dimensionless, while f is mea-
sured in [cm−2s−1keV−1sr−1]. For the EPIC pn camera carried by
XMM-Newton 11, the values of the numerical parameters (N0,Γ)
are:
Winter(N0,Γ) = (6.66, 0.97);
Spring(N0,Γ) = (9.08, 0.98);
Summer(N0,Γ) = (9.60, 1.06);
Fall(N0,Γ) = (12.09, 0.97),
(30)
see Table 3 in Fraser et al. (2014). These numbers are obtained by
fitting the data observed by the EPIC pn camera (from Fig. 1) show-
ing the seasonal variation of the X-ray background with 11σ sig-
nificance. The maximum amplitude of the seasonal variation from
these data occurs between Winter and Fall, rather than between
Winter and Summer. It has been discussed in Fraser et al. (2014)
and will be discussed in the context of the AQN model in section
5.2.
Fig. 6 shows our theoretical prediction (the solid lines from
Eq. (28)) against the observed spectra (the dotted lines from
9 The orbit of XMM-Newton is highly elliptical, with an apogee altitude of
∼ 115000 km and a perigee altitude of ∼ 6000 km. The orbit period is ∼
48 hr. The orbit changes with time, due to several perturbations. We refer the
readers to the XMM-Newton Users Handbook (ESA:XMM-NewtonSOC
2019) for details. The observatory only works at altitudes above the Earth’s
radiation belts ∼ 46000 km, see, e.g., ESA:XMM-NewtonSOC (2019);
Santos-Lleo´ et al. (2001). Therefore, in this section, we choose L = 7R⊕,
which implies that the altitude of the observatory is
√
2L− R⊕ ≈ 57000
km.
10 The symbols in Eq.(11) of Fraser et al. (2014) conflict with ours, so we
rewrite Eq. (11) as (29), using our own symbols to avoid confusion.
11 XMM-Newton carries three cameras that are relevant to us: EPIC pn,
EPIC MOS1, and EPIC MOS2. The three cameras all clearly show the
seasonal variance of the X-ray background with similar values of (N0,Γ)
listed in the main text, which can be seen in Table 3 of Fraser et al. (2014).
Therefore, we only need to focus on one camera, which is enough for our
purpose in the present work to compare the AQN-based calculations with
the observations. We choose the EPIC pn camera because it has the largest
photon grasp (effective area× aperture), which is a key parameter in study-
ing the background of X-ray radiation, and because it has better counting
statistics than the two EPIC MOS cameras (Fraser et al. 2014).
κ=10-2.5,T0=200keVκ=10-2.5,T0=500keVκ=10-3.5,T0=200keV
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Figure 6. The relation f vs. ω, (28), for (κ, T0) = (10−2.5, 200 keV),
(10−2.5, 500 keV), and (10−3.5, 200 keV) respectively. The x-axis rep-
resents frequency. The y-axis represents the values of f (theory), given by
(28), which is the number of photons received by the XMM-Newton obser-
vatory (camera EPIC pn) per unit time, per unit area, per unit frequency,
and per unit solid angle in the AQN framework, shown by solid lines. In
comparison, we also plot f (obs), given by (29), representing the data ob-
served by the EPIC pn camera for four seasons, shown by the four dashed
lines respectively.
Eq. (29)) for four seasons. The similarity between the observa-
tions and theoretical computations is impressive, considering that
the shape of the predicted radiation spectrum is only slightly sensi-
tive to the parameters κ and T0. This result is a direct consequence
of the AQN framework12. The basic reason for the robustness of
our prediction is that the spectrum shape is essentially determined
by the very fundamental “soft photon theorem,” with a specific be-
haviour, dω/ω, for ω  T , as we already emphasized earlier at the
end of subsection 3.1. The slope, Γ, as seen in Eq. (29), is indeed
very close to Γ ' 1 for all seasons. This shows very strong support
for our AQN framework.
The amplitude of the spectrum, on the other hand, is sensi-
tive to the parameters (κ, T0). It is also sensitive to the dark matter
distribution, nugget size distribution, velocity distribution, etc., as
one can see from Eq. (24) for the AQN flux. The distance and ori-
entation of the XMM-Newton will also play a role in the seasonal
variation. Some of these effects will be discussed in Section 5, but
their full treatment is left for a forthcoming paper. We can use our
analytical predictions to explore the (κ, T0) parameter range that is
consistent with the observations shown in Fig. 1.
For this purpose, we calculate the maximum likelihood
L(κ, T0) defined as:
L(κ, T0) = exp
[
−1
2
(
d− f(κ, T0)
σ
)2]
, (31)
where the data, d, and the model, f(κ, T0), are estimated at one
particular frequency, ω. We choose ω = 3 keV, but any frequency
would work, since the model and the observations show a very
similar frequency dependence. The value of d in Eq. (31) is cho-
sen as the middle of the four observed spectra, which is defined as
12 A cusp behavior in the region ω = 1-2 keV in Fig. 6 has no physical sig-
nificance. Rather, it is a reflection of our simplified treatment of the regions
with small ω, which results in such a cusp singularity, see comments on this
cusp behaviour in subsection 3.1.
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Figure 7. The contour plot of L(κ, T0). The numbers labelled on the con-
tour lines are the values of L. The three points marked on the plot are
the three sets of (κ, T0) that we have chosen in all of our previous plots:
(10−2.5, 200 keV), (10−2.5, 500 keV), and (10−3.5, 200 keV).
the average of the top spectrum (Fall) and bottom spectrum (Win-
ter), i.e. d ≡ 1
2
[f (obs,F) + f (obs,W)]. The variance, σ, is chosen as
σ ≡ 1
2
[f (obs,F) − f (obs,W)], which represents the maximum sig-
nal variation between the four seasons. Note that we are not in a
position to calculate a full likelihood function over all frequencies,
since we do not know the correlation for different ω, and the re-
sulting likelihood would be difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, our
approach should provide a reasonable order of magnitude estimate
of the region of the parameter space, (κ, T0), consistent with the ob-
servations. We are not trying to interpret L(κ, T0) in a probabilistic
way because our error estimate is only approximate. However, the
maximum of L(κ, T0) at 1 is still a valid indicator of where the
(κ, T0) degeneracies lie. Fig. 7 shows the iso-contours of L(κ, T0),
where a lighter colour represents a better match. The allowed pa-
rameter space is represented by two branches in Fig. 7. The right
vertical branch is essentially independent of T0, and it matches the
observations for κ ∼ 10−2.5. This “insensitivity” to T0 is consis-
tent with the red and black lines in Fig. 3, which illustrates the fact
that AQN cooling is independent of T0 when κ is high enough.
On the other hand, the left branch is strongly dependent on both
κ and T0. The next step is to investigate the seasonal variation in
the context of our model. From the qualitative arguments given in
Section 3.2, the physically preferred values for κ and T0 are in the
right branch. However, for completeness, we will also calculate the
seasonal variations for a lower value of κ. In the next section, the
calculations will be restricted to the three sets of parameter values
represented by the big solid dots in Fig. 7.
5 SEASONAL VARIATION
Up to this section, our focus was on the calculation of the aver-
age intensity of the AQN radiation spectrum, ignoring the seasonal
variations. However, the seasonal variation was the most important
Figure 8. Motion of dark matter relative to the Solar System, which is taken
as the fixed reference frame. The Earth moves in a nearly circular orbit, with
a velocity, ~vE, relative to the Sun. The location of the seasons relative to the
orientation of the ecliptic plane and dark matter wind, vDMG , is important
for the effect discussed in Section 5.
feature discovered by Fraser et al. (2014). The authors claimed an
11σ confidence level detection of the seasonal variation in the 2-6
keV energy band, after removing all possible instrumental contam-
ination and known astrophysical sources. They argued that known
conventional astrophysical sources had been ruled out as a possi-
ble explanation of their signal. The main goal of this section is to
explain how the seasonal variation might occur in the AQN frame-
work. We will find that an annual amplitude modulation on the or-
der of 20-25% is expected. Interestingly, with conventional dark
matter models (e.g. WIMPs), any seasonal variation is expected at
a much lower level, on the order of 1-10% (see, e.g., Freese et al.
(1988) and Freese et al. (2013)).
5.1 Effect of the Earth’s position on its orbit
In Section 4, we introduced vin, the speed of a nugget hitting the
Earth. However, the Earth’s motion around the Sun leads to a sea-
sonal variation of vin, which will affect the AQN signal given by
Eq. (27). In this subsection, we will calculate the amplitude of the
seasonal effect, using the analytical prediction, Eq. (27), and a re-
alistic model of a nugget’s incoming speed, vin, which is different
in the Winter and Summer.
The Sun is moving in the galactic plane, on a nearly circular
orbit with velocity, vDMG , about the galactic center. The rotation
of the dark matter halo is negligible compared to the rotation of the
Sun. Therefore, the entire solar system is facing a dark matter wind
with an average velocity of approximately vDMG . The tilt of the
ecliptic plane relative to the dark matter wind is approximately 60◦.
This configuration is shown in Figure 8, along with the positions of
the four seasons on the Earth’s orbit.
The dark matter velocity with respect to the Sun is ~vDMG , with
vDMG ' 220 km/s. The velocity of the Earth around the Sun is ~vE,
with vE = 30 km/s. Consequently, the dark matter velocity with
respect to the Earth is given by
~vin = ~vDMG − ~vE, (32)
and the magnitude is
vin =
√
v2DMG + v
2
E − 2vDMG · vE · cos θ, (33)
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where θ is the angle between ~vE and ~vDMG . θ is 60
◦ in the Winter,
120◦ in the Summer, and 90◦ in the Spring and Fall. Noting that
~vDMG  ~vE, (33) can be simplified via Taylor expansion as
vin ' vDMG − vE cos θ. (34)
Using this approximation, the magnitude of the dark matter veloc-
ities (with respect to the Earth) in the four seasons is given by:
v
(Sp)
in = v
(F)
in ' vDMG ,
v
(W)
in ' vDMG −∆v,
v
(S)
in ' vDMG + ∆v,
(35)
where ∆v = cos(60◦) · vE = 15 km/s. ∆v is the deviation from
220 km/s, caused by the Earth’s revolution around the Sun. The re-
sult is that the dark matter velocity is different for different seasons,
as is apparent in Eq. (35), which leads to the seasonal variation of
the X-ray background.
There are two specific features which are not shared by con-
ventional WIMP models. The first one is related to the fact that the
vin and vout velocities are different in the AQN model, but not in
conventional dark matter. The second one is related to the fact that
the intensity of the radiation explicitly depends on the number of
nuggets which can be seen by the detector at each given moment,
as shown in Fig. 5 and computed in Eq. (27). As we will see be-
low, this leads to a feature unique to the AQN framework that is not
shared by conventional dark matter.
The first effect, related to vout 6= vin, can be explained as fol-
lows. The passage of the AQN through the Earth is accompanied
by friction and annihilation events with the surroundings, leading
to vout < vin. We used vout = vin = 220 km/s in Section 4, a sim-
plification that was sufficient to estimate the average of the AQN-
induced spectrum. However, in this section, the fact that vout is
smaller than vin may have an important impact on the seasonal vari-
ation. The reason is that as vout gets closer to ∆v, the seasonal vari-
ation becomes relatively more important. Different nuggets have
different paths through the Earth, which results in different vout
even for the same vin. The precise distribution of vout can only be
obtained by numerical simulations, which is left for a forthcoming
paper. The speed change from crossing the Earth is quantified by
the parameter γ:
γ =
vout
vin
. (36)
Combining Eq. (35) with Eq. (36), we obtain the following expres-
sions for vout in the four seasons:
v
(Sp)
out = v
(F)
out ' γvDMG ,
v
(W)
out ' γ(vDMG −∆v),
v
(S)
out ' γ(vDMG + ∆v).
(37)
The second effect is due to the fact that the number of nuggets
passing through the detection cone of the XMM-Newton detector
depends on vout as well, as shown in Fig. 5. Using Eq. (27), the
average dFr/dω measured by the detector is given by:
dFr
dω
' nAQN(s¯)V · dF
dω
[T (s¯)], (38)
where s¯ denotes the average distance of the nuggets inside the cone,
as viewed from the Earth’s surface. The quantity nAQN(s¯) is the
number density of nuggets at distance, s¯, while dF
dω
[T (s¯)] is the
spectrum emitted by a single nugget at distance, s¯, determined by
the temperature, T (s¯). The volume, V , is the effective volume of
the cone, which is a constant, inside which the nuggets contribute
κ=10-2.5, T0=200keVκ=10-2.5, T0=500keVκ=10-3.5, T0=200keV
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Figure 9. The ratio r as a function of γ for different groups of κ and T0.
The solutions from the right branch from Fig. 7 (red and black lines) will
always produce r ≈ 20% irrespectively to the value of γ, while the solution
from left branch from Fig. 7 (blue line) will always generate a very small
value of r.
to the total spectrum received by XMM-Newton. This means that
we do not consider nuggets that are too far away from the detector.
The detailed calculation of Eq. (38) is shown in Appendix C, where
we obtain an expression of dFr/dω as a function of vout:
dFr
dω
∝
(
K1
vout
+K2
)− 3.22
c2(κ)+3
, (39)
where K1 and K2 are functions of κ and T0 (see Appendix C for
details).
The maximum seasonal difference is expected between Sum-
mer and Winter, because they have the maximum velocity differ-
ence, 2γ∆v, as seen from Eq. (37). We define the ratio
r ≡
(
dFr
dω
(S)
)
(
dFr
dω
(W)
) (40)
as the difference between the Summer and Winter spectra. Using
Eq. (37) and Eq. (39), we get
r '
[
γ−1K1/(vDMG + ∆v) +K2
γ−1K1/(vDMG −∆v) +K2
]− 3.22
c2(κ)+3
, (41)
where vDMG = 220 km/s and ∆v = 15 km/s, as discussed above.
The functions K1 and K2 play a very important role in our
study. If the temperature, T , strongly deviates from its initial value,
T0, such that T  T0 at the moment of observation, then the
second term with T0 in the brackets in Eq. (B1) can be ignored,
which drastically simplifies all equations. In particular, the term
K2 ∼ T−[c2(κ)+3]0 in Eq. (C6) can be neglected. This implies that
K2 in Eq. (39) can be also ignored, which drastically simplifies the
analysis.
In this case, Eq. (41) can be simplified to
r '
(
vDMG + ∆v
vDMG −∆v
) 3.22
c2(κ)+3 ≈ 1.23, (42)
which does not depend on γ, nor any other features of the system,
such as the absolute values of the temperature, T0, or value of κ,
as long as condition T  T0 is satisfied. This is a very solid and
robust consequence of the AQN model. One should also emphasize
that the condition T  T0 is always satisfied for all solutions on
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Figure 10. Demonstration of the seasonal variation with specific parameters
(κ, T0, γ) = (10−2.5, 200 keV, 0.5) as an example. A small portion of
the spectrum, ω ∈ 2-3 keV, is zoomed in to demonstrate a large seasonal
variation on the level of ≈ 20%.
the right branch shown in Fig 7. Indeed, the temperature, T , dras-
tically drops for any value of T0 with κ ' 10−2.5, as shown in
Fig. 3.
Eq. (42) is a very important result. It shows that for solutions
from the right branch of Fig. 7, the seasonal variation could be
large, up to∼ 20-25%, relatively insensitive to the exact value of κ,
T0, and γ. Fig. 9 shows the results of the exact computation from
Eq. (41) supporting this claim, where the red and black lines re-
main relatively flat at r ≈ 1.23 for all values of γ. The solutions
from the left branch lead to a considerably smaller amplitude of the
seasonal variation for any values of γ, as illustrated by the blue line
in Fig. 9. In the context of the AQN framework, the result (42) pro-
vides a strong argument in favour of a solution in the right branch of
Fig. 7, because only the right one is capable of leading to seasonal
variations in agreement with Fraser et al. (2014).
As an example of seasonal variation, Fig. 10 shows f (theory),
as defined by Eq. (28), with dFr
dω
given by Eq. (27). For this plot,
we choose κ = 10−2.5, T0 = 200 keV, and γ = 1/2. However, as
we have shown in the previous sections, the radiation spectrum is
not very sensitive to parameters T0 and γ, as long as we choose a
solution from the right branch of Fig. 7. A sample of the spectrum
with ω ∈ 2-3 keV shows a large seasonal variation at the level of∼
20-25%.
The maximal seasonal variation observed by Fraser et al.
(2014) can be estimated from normalization factors, N0, given by
Eq. (30) for different seasons as follows:
N0(Fall)−N0(Winter)
N0(Fall) +N0(Winter)
≈ 0.29, (43)
which is a very large effect. One should emphasize that the seasonal
variation (43) cannot be directly compared with our estimate of pa-
rameter r, computed for Summer-Winter modulation (42). This is
due to the satellite’s positions and the orientations of the detec-
tor, which will be discussed in Subsection 5.2. The main lesson of
our computations is that the annual modulation effect is very large,
much larger than conventional WIMP models can predict (Freese
et al. 1988, 2013), which are on the level of 1-10%.
5.2 Effect of the satellite’s position and orientation on its
orbit
The previous calculations show that we should expect a seasonal
modulation of the signal, which should be strongest in Summer,
weakest in Winter, and equally half-way for Fall and Spring. This
effect is entirely driven by the strength of the local dark matter
wind speed. Compared to Fig. 1, one can see that this does not
quite agree with the seasonal modulation measured by Fraser et al.
(2014), as given by (30). In their measurement, the Fall amplitude
is the highest, and Summer and Spring are equal. However, as noted
by Fraser et al. (2014), there are two additional factors which can
change the seasonal modulation of the X-ray background signifi-
cantly: the altitude of the telescope and the direction of the field-
of-view (or beam). These factors are particularly important in the
context of our model. Firstly, the altitude plays a role because, as
shown by Eq. (38), a nugget’s temperature upon exiting Earth de-
creases quickly with altitude. Therefore, if the telescope observes
from a high altitude out, the X-ray background should be lower
than if observed from a lower altitude. Secondly, the orientation
of the telescope beam is also important. The X-ray background
will indeed be stronger in the direction opposite to the incoming
dark matter wind. This is caused by the fact that, on average, more
heated nuggets will emerge from the side of the Earth opposite to
the side where they preferentially entered from. Consequently, de-
pending on the telescope position and orientation, the seasonal vari-
ation of the X-ray background can be altered. Fortunately, these are
effects which can be completely accounted for, as long as the tele-
scope’s orbital parameters are known exactly. This is what Fraser
et al. (2014) have done in their study for their specific solar-axion
model. While their model has a number of fundamental major prob-
lems, as mentioned in the introduction, the main point is that the
seasonal variations as observed by XMM-Newton do not follow the
standard annual modulation with a simple cos(Ωt+φ0) form, as is
normally expected (Freese et al. 1988, 2013). In particular, Figure
5 from Fraser et al. (2014) shows that the seasonal variation predic-
tions differ for different observing epochs, because of the particular
telescope positions and orientations at those epochs. The resulting
effect can significantly change the phase of the seasonal variation
and the amplitude by approximately a factor of two.
The reason that this effect can be so strong is because the
XMM-Newton is placed on a Highly-elliptical Earth Orbit (HEO),
with an inclination of 40◦ relative to the ecliptic plane, a southern
apogee altitude of ∼ 115000 km, and a perigee of ∼ 6000 km,
with an orbital period of 48 hours. At apogee, it points towards the
Sun in Summer and away from it in Winter. The exact prediction of
the X-ray background becomes a highly non-trivial task, which re-
quires precise knowledge of the telescope position and orientation
for every data point being taken, which is beyond the scope of the
present work.
At the same time, the obtained spectrum represents a very
solid and robust result, which is not sensitive to the telescope’s
position and orientation. Furthermore, a strong seasonal variation
(difference between maximum and minimum intensity) represented
by Eq. (42) is also a very solid and robust property of the AQN
framework, not sensitive to any specific details of the model. The
comparison of our prediction in X-ray to the signal measured by
Fraser et al. (2014) strongly constrains the parameter κ, and very
mildly constrains the initial temperature, T0 ∈ 200-500 keV. This
is because nuggets with very different temperatures behave in a
very similar way after the long journey of t ≥ 102s, where XMM-
Newton is operational at distances of r & 8R⊕, as one can see from
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Fig. 3. However, the most important message here is that the inten-
sity, spectrum, and magnitude of the seasonal variation on the level
of 20-25%, measured by Fraser et al. (2014), can be naturally ac-
commodated within the AQN framework, as argued in the present
work.
6 CONCLUSION
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows:
1. We computed the spectrum and the intensity of the AQNs
where XMM-Newton is operational, i.e. r & 8R⊕. The corre-
sponding results are presented in Fig. 6 and shown by the solid
lines;
2. The obtained results are perfectly consistent with the Fraser
et al. (2014) observations, which are also shown in Fig. 6 with
the four dashed lines (for the four seasons). The important point
is that the shape of the spectrum is not sensitive to any details of
the model, and represents very solid and robust predictions of the
entire AQN framework;
3. This spectrum extends to much higher energies, up to 100
keV. This should be considered as a very robust prediction of the
AQN framework. It can be tested in future experiments by any in-
strument sensitive to energies above 6 keV, representing the XMM-
Newton cutoff energy.
4. We also computed the parameter, r, which represents the
maximal range of seasonal variations. We found that r ≈ 20-25%,
from Eq. (42), and that it is not sensitive to the parameters T0, κ,
and γ of the model. This is also a generic and robust prediction of
the AQN framework;
5. The parameter r describing the seasonal variation remains
large for much higher energies, up to 100 keV, as mentioned in
item 2. This prediction can be tested in future experiments by any
instrument sensitive to energies well above 6 keV.
To summarize: Our complete calculation for the expected sig-
nal are presented in Fig.10. In the 2-6 keV energy band, it is consis-
tent with the intensity and spectral shape observed by Fraser et al.
(2014). We find that the magnitude of the seasonal variations is
large, on the level of 20-25%. However, it cannot be literally com-
pared with Fraser et al. (2014), due to the reasons explained in sub-
section 5.2. Considering that all of these features are not very sen-
sitive to the details of the system, there is strong support in favour
of our framework.
In this paper, we did not explore all of the possible masses and
sizes that nuggets can have. In contrast to the uniform size, R, and
the uniform velocity, vDMG , of AQNs used in the present work, the
more realistic case is that the AQN size follows a distribution based
on percolation theory (Ge et al. 2019), and the AQN velocity fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution (Lawson et al. 2019). In the future, we
will take into consideration these two distributions with the help of
Monte Carlo simulations. The main points of the present work are
expected to be further confirmed by the detailed numerical simula-
tions at that time. On the other hand, the satellite position and ori-
entation can strongly affect the seasonal modulation of the X-ray
signal, as we have discussed in Subsection 5.2. Thus, we need to
know the exact positions and orientations of XMM-Newton when
it made those observations. With the full orbit information imple-
mented into the AQN framework, we may finally fully reproduce
the observed pattern in Fig. 1, i.e. Fall>Spring ≈ Summer> Win-
ter. We leave this for our future work.
Another very important aspect of this work is to open the pos-
sibility to make a robust prediction for near-Earth seasonal varia-
tions at higher energies. Such a prediction could provide a decisive
test of the AQN model. As shown in this paper, the radiation spec-
trum extends well beyond 6 keV, and we are in a position to make
a prediction in the γ-ray range. The Gamma-ray Burst Monitor
(GBM) instrument on the Fermi Telescope has multi-year archival
data of γ-ray background measurements in the near-Earth environ-
ment (Meegan et al. 2009). This would constitute the ideal data set
to test our model because we are able to predict uniquely the X-
ray background, as seen with XMM-Newton, and the γ-ray back-
ground, as seen by GBM. According to the AQN model, the two
backgrounds, separated by two orders of magnitude in frequency,
should share very similar properties, once the instrumental and as-
trophysical sources are removed. This exciting project is left for our
future work.
The nuggets form in the very early Universe and survive the
successive stages of the early Universe’s unfriendly environment.
Even now, this model does not contradict any of the existing cos-
mological, astrophysical, satellite, and ground-based observations,
because AQNs leave only a modest electromagnetic signature, as
reviewed in the introduction. For this reason, the AQN is a le-
gitimate dark matter candidate by all standards. In Section 2, we
provide a number of references to earlier work showing that, in
the late Universe, the modest electromagnetic signatures of AQNs
seem to be able to explain a number of seemingly unrelated astro-
physical phenomena. These include the galactic diffuse emission
in different frequency bands, the so-called “Primordial Lithium
Puzzle,” “The Solar Corona Mystery,” and the DAMA/LIBRA’s
puzzling annual modulation. It is important to emphasize that the
AQN model was not invented, nor tuned, to explain these phenom-
ena, but rather, they appear as consequences of the initial construc-
tion. Originally, the AQN model was solely invented to explain the
fact that ΩDM ∼ Ωvisible, where “baryogenesis” is replaced by
a “charge-separation” mechanism. All of the astrophysical conse-
quences previously discussed in literature, including this work, are
consequences of the same original model, using the same set of
parameters. They are not fit from free parameters to observations.
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APPENDIX A: CALCULATIONS OF dF/dω AND Ftot
First, we calculate the spectral surface emissivity (2) with all of
the extra effects discussed in Section 3.1 included. Only photons
with an energy larger than the plasma frequency, ωp(z), can prop-
agate outside of the system. The largest plasma frequency, ωp(z =
0), occurs in the deepest region of the electrosphere, where the
positron density is the largest. Therefore, photons with an energy,
ω > ωp(z = 0), created anywhere in the electrosphere, (z ≥ 0),
can propagate outside of the system. For ω < ωp(z = 0), there is
a cutoff determined by (10):
z0(ω) =
1
ω
√
κ
√
2T
me
− z¯. (A1)
Photons with an energy, ω < ωp(z = 0), can propagate outside
of the system only if they are created in the regime, z > z0(ω).
Therefore, dF/dω (2) becomes a piecewise function with ωp(z =
0) as the turning point.
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We should also notice that when ω is small enough, the lower
cutoff, z0(ω) (A1), could be larger than the upper cutoff, z1 (9),
defined by the ionization effect. We can then get a critical frequency
by equating z0 = z1:
ωz0=z1(T ) =
√
κ
√
2T
me
[z1(T ) + z¯(T )]
−1. (A2)
We see that z0 < z1 for ω > ωz0=z1 , while z0 > z1 for ω <
ωz0=z1 . Only photons with ω > ωz0=z1 can be generated. The low
frequency photons with ω < ωz0=z1 cannot be generated because
the region of the electrosphere that could generate them is ionized
(see Eq. (8)). Therefore, dF/dω should be written as:
dF
dω
(ω) =

1
2
∫ z1
z0(ω)
dz dQ˜
dω
(ω, z), if ωz0=z1 < ω < ωp(z = 0);
1
2
∫ z1
0
dz dQ˜
dω
(ω, z), if ω > ωp(z = 0).
(A3)
Integrating dQ˜/dω (11) over z gives:
∫
dz
dQ˜
dω
(ω, z) =
∫
dz n2(z)e−ωp(z)/TG(ω)
= κ2
(
T
2piα
)2
G(ω)
∫
dz
e
−√κ
√
2
meT
1
z+z¯
(z + z¯)4
= κ2
(
T
2piα
)2
G(ω)H(z),
(A4)
with
H(z) = e
−
√
2κ
meT
1
z+z¯
 1√
2κ
meT
1
(z + z¯)2
+
2(√
2κ
meT
)2 1(z + z¯)
+
2(√
2κ
meT
)3
 .
(A5)
G(ω) in (A4) is a function defined for convenience to collect the
terms that do not depend on z:
G(ω) ≡ 4α
15
(
α
me
)2
2
√
2T
mepi
(
1 +
ω
T
)
e−ω/Th
(ω
T
)
. (A6)
The expression for h(x) is:
h(x) = 17 + 12
[
ln 2 +
(
1 + ex
∫ ∞
1
e−xy
y
dy
)
(1 + x)−1
]
,
(A7)
which is a function derived in Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b) (we
refer the readers to Appendix A2 of Forbes & Zhitnitsky (2008b)
for further details). Plugging (A4) into (A3), we get:
dF
dω
(ω) =

1
2
κ2
(
T
2piα
)2 ·G(ω) · [H(z1)−H(z0(ω))] ,
if ωz0=z1 < ω < ωp(z = 0);
1
2
κ2
(
T
2piα
)2 ·G(ω) · [H(z1)−H(0)] ,
if ω > ωp(z = 0).
(A8)
We plot dF/dω vs. ω in Fig. 2 of the main text, with T = 100 keV
as an example, and κ = 10−2.5, 10−3.5 respectively.
Now, we are ready to calculate the total surface emissivity,
κ=10-2.5κ=10-3.5
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Figure A1. [I1(T ) + I2(T )] as a function of T , for κ = 10−2.5, 10−3.5.
We see that the two lines almost overlap with each other, and that they are
fitted to the red dashed line.
Ftot(T ), by integrating dF/dω over ω:
Ftot(T ) =
∫ ∞
ωz0=z1 (T )
dω
dF
dω
(ω)
=
[∫ ωp(z=0)
ωz0=z1 (T )
dω
1
2
∫ z1
z0(ω)
dz
dQ
dω
(ω, z)
]
+
[∫ ∞
ωp(z=0)
dω
1
2
∫ z1
0
dz
dQ
dω
(ω, z)
]
=
α
15pi5/2
T 5
me
κ2 [I1(T ) + I2(T )] ,
(A9)
with
I1(T ) =
1
T
√
2(meT )
−3/2
×
∫ ωp(z=0)
ωz0=z1 (T )
dω
(
1 +
ω
T
)
e−
ω
T h
(ω
T
)
· [H(z1)−H(z0(ω))] ,
I2(T ) =
1
T
√
2(meT )
−3/2
×
∫ ∞
ωp(z=0)
dω
(
1 +
ω
T
)
e−
ω
T h
(ω
T
)
· [H(z1)−H(0)] .
(A10)
The two dimensionless functions I1(T ) and I2(T ) can be solved
numerically.
In Fig. A1, we plot [I1(T )+I2(T )] vs. T in the range 1 keV ≤
T ≤ 1000 keV, for κ = 10−2.5, 10−3.5 respectively. We see that
the two lines of [I1(T ) + I2(T )], with κ = 10−2.5 and 10−3.5,
almost overlap with each other, and that they are nearly a linear
function of T in the log-log scale. Then, we fit [I1(T ) + I2(T )] to
a simple function (the red dashed line in Fig. A1):
[I1(T ) + I2(T )] = c
′
1
(
T
10 keV
)c′2
, (A11)
with the two fitting parameters
c′1 = 4, c
′
2 = −0.89. (A12)
This is a good approximation for κ = 10−2.5, 10−3.5. Then, plug-
ging (A11) and (A12) into (A9), we get:
Ftot,fit(T ) =
α
15pi5/2
T 5
me
κ2 · c′1
(
T
10 keV
)c′2
. (A13)
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Figure A2. Top subfigure: the relation Ftot vs. T , for κ = 10−2.5, 10−3.5
(top and bottom respectively). The blue lines are the exact Ftot (A9); the
yellow lines are the fitted result (A13). We see that for each given κ, the blue
line almost overlaps with the corresponding yellow line. Bottom subfigure:
the relative error.
To see how good the fitted result (A13) is, we plot it together
with the exact Ftot (A9) in the top subfigure of Fig. A2 for κ =
10−2.5, 10−3.5. In the bottom subfigure of Fig. A2, we also plot
the relative error (Ftot − Ftot,fit)/Ftot. We see that the relative
error is within 10% for T & 10 keV.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATIONS OF NUGGET COOLING
Solving the differential equation (18) gives:
t
1 sec
' RAQN
1 sec
5pi5/2
3αc1(κ)[c2(κ) + 3]
me(µ
2
u + µ
2
d)
(10 keV)3
·
[(
T
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]
−
(
T0
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]]
' 0.34
c1(κ)[c2(κ) + 3]
(
RAQN
10−5 cm
)( µu,d
500 MeV
)2
·
[(
T
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]
−
(
T0
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]]
,
(B1)
or equivalently:
T (t) ' 10 keV ·
[
t
1 sec
(
RAQN
10−5 cm
)−1 ( µu,d
500 MeV
)−2
·
(
0.34
c1(κ)[c2(κ) + 3]
)−1
+
(
T0
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]]− 1c2(κ)+3
.
(B2)
APPENDIX C: CALCULATIONS OF dFr/dω AS A
FUNCTION OF vout
In this appendix, we are going to calculate (38) to find the relation
between dFr/dω and vout. First, we analyze the factor dF/dω that
occurs in (38). The expression of dF/dω is given in (A8). As we
have explained in Section 5 of the main text, we are only interested
in the second branch (ω > ωp(z = 0)) of the piecewise function
(A8).
As we can see from Fig. 3, the nuggets are still very hot when
they enter the XMM-Newton’s cone. We have T  ω, where ω ∼
2-6 keV is the frequency range that we are interested in. This re-
sults in the pattern from the “soft photon theorem,” as explained in
Section 4. We can drop the terms suppressed by ω/T , so the second
branch of (A8) is approximated as:
dF
dω
∝ T 5/2 · P (ω, T ), (C1)
where
P (ω, T ) ≡ h
(ω
T
)
[H(z1(T ), T )−H(0, T )] . (C2)
In Fig. C1, we plot the relation P (ω, T ) vs. T , for κ =
10−2.5, 10−3.5. We see that P (ω, T ) can be well fitted to the red
dashed line, which represents the function [constant× T 0.72]. So
we have:
P (ω, T ) ∝ T 0.72. (C3)
Note that P (ω, T ) is also a function of ω, which is only contained
in h(ω/T ). In plotting Fig. C1, ω is chosen to be 3 keV. Since
ω/T  1, changing the value of ω only slightly affects the value
of P (ω, T ). Thus, to study the relation between P (ω, T ) and T ,
we can fix ω at a certain value. This is good enough for our approx-
imate analysis in this appendix. Combining (C1) and (C3), we get:
dF
dω
∝ T 3.22. (C4)
The relation between T and vout is given in (B2). We can
rewrite (B2) as:
T ' 10 keV ·
[
K1(κ)
vout
+K2(κ, T0)
]− 1
c2(κ)+3
, (C5)
where
K1(κ) ≡ s
1 sec
·
(
0.34
c1(κ)[c2(κ) + 3]
)−1(
RAQN
10−5 cm
)−1
·
( µu,d
500 MeV
)−2
,
K2(κ, T0) ≡
(
T0
10 keV
)−[c2(κ)+3]
.
(C6)
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Figure C1. The relation between the normalized P (ω, T ) and T , for κ =
10−2.5, 10−3.5. The two lines almost overlap with each other. We use the
function [constant × T 0.72] (red dashed line) to fit the two lines. The
two lines are plotted at ω = 3 keV. Changing the value of ω only slightly
affects the relation between P (ω, T ) and T . Since we do not care about
the magnitude of P (ω, T ), it is actually plotted in the normalized form,
P (ω, T )/P (ω, 50 keV).
Next, we check on possible variations of the factor, nAQN, that
occurs in (38). From (23), we know that:
nAQN ∝ F
vout
∝ F
vin
vin
vout
∝ vin
vout
= γ−1, (C7)
where we have used the relation that F/vin is a constant (see Eq.
(24)), and γ is the ratio between vout and vin, which is defined in
Section 5. For simplicity, we assume that the loss of nugget veloc-
ity inside the Earth is proportional to the magnitude of the entry
velocity, vin, so γ and thus nAQN are seasonally invariant, despite
the fact that vin changes with seasons.
Plugging (C4) and (C5) into (38), we finally arrive at:
dFr
dω
∝
(
K1
vout
+K2
)− 3.22
c2(κ)+3
. (C8)
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